Abstract

Dhany Catering is a catering business which provides service of various dishes and drinks for parties or institutions. Dhany Catering is located at Perumahan Jombor baru Blok 11 No. 12, Mlati Sleman. This business was established in 1995. In doing the business, Dhany Catering prioritizes taste, service, and served dishes and drinks hygiene. Besides, Dhany Catering also prioritizes service for customers so that Dhany Catering has its uniqueness of its menu, like special fried noodles and Mongolian barbecue directly cooked in front of the customers. In its selling benefit calculations, Dhany Catering still applies manual records on a manual note book and Microsoft office excel application. Its records using Microsoft office excel still has some weaknesses since it needs big RAM and memory to make bid scale records and the formulas to make the data are very complicated and takes time. That is why a Desktop JAVA based information system design is needed. This Desktop JAVA based information provisions help the owner and staffs to calculate the profits and control data since the Desktop JAVA based design and application use Neatbean Ide 8.0 as the language programming and MySQL as the database server. This Selling information system in a Desktop Java based application covers profit and loss, financial report, prices, lists of items available, and profit and income statistics.
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